INTRODUCTION
The UAE's massive investments in infrastructure and logistics have turned it into a regional and global trade, tourism and business hub. Dubai's ports, air terminals, land-sea-air transport organizations have changed it into an Aerotropolis, a city whose actions are progressively connected to its airplane terminals. Unified transport frameworks and productive coordination encourages exchange merchandise and services and empower versatility and universal connectedness. The aviation industry is a transnational one, creating billions of dollars in income, utilizing a great many individuals, and including numerous nations around the world. The present worldwide economy, in any case, has started a constant verbal confrontation about the advancement of air law and keeps on setting awesome weight to grow new thoughts that may effectively affect civil aviation. There is a developing need to manage space activities as more nations set up and grow space programs. The idea of space exercises has changed from staterepresented into private endeavors that have made a few difficulties to space law also. Global as well as national activities and laws should adapt to these current advancements and fill any administrative gaps. United Arab Emirates (UAE) is one of the main nations in air and space industry, as it is home to one of the biggest airports globally, for example, Etihad Airways, Emirates Airline, and Air Arabia 1 . Moreover, the UAE space program prompted fruitful dispatch of a few satellites and numerous more to come. The global aviation industry keeps on developing quickly, however reliable and vigorous productivity is tricky. Measured by income, the industry has multiplied over the previous decade, as indicated by
International Air Transport Association (IATA) 2 The fast development of aviation in devolping nations, for example, Latin America and particularly Asia, is considering UAE as a focal point. The Middle East carriers are highly dependent on connecting traffic, because their home markets are limited by the smaller population of their region. Because of the geographical location of UAE, the region could connect the long haul market within eight flying hours. 3 According to Gaith Al Gaith, flydubai's CEO "The UAE's aviation industry has grown exponentially over the past two decades. The geographical location of the country at the crossroads of East and West has aided its passenger appeal, as it is an excellent stopover destination to break long flights between continents." 4 In 2015, UAE being recognized by International Civil Aviation OrganizationICAO for having the world's safest aviation industry, Dubai International airport also recognized as world's leading airport for global movements.
5 The year 2016 evidenced a shocking year for aviation industry of UAE, with the decease of two major planes of Emirates and Fly Dubai as well as a numerous aviation incidents as per the Air Accident Investigation department of General Civil Aviation Authority (GCAA). 6 . Aviation safety affects everybody from governments, passengers, industry, freight companies and academic community. The UAE's principal concern on the aviation legislation can be established in with the civil aviation law to ensure continuous development and enhancement to the airspace infrastructure to ensure a safe and sustainable civil aviation sector 7 . The reason for the UAE airspace strategy will be with make effective, efficient, safe, secure, receptive and adaptable surroundings inside, which requests for entry with national airspace don't set a demand ahead sensible development in the aviation sector of the economy 8 .
UAE GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES FOR AIR ACTIVITIES UAE Civil Aviation Day
At present, UAE is renowned for its international excellence in all aspects of aviation. Every year, the GCAA, with the support of the Federal Cabinet, marked the 5 th October as UAE Civil Aviation Day from 2014 to celebrate and recognize the extraordinary dedication of UAE in developing the aviation sector 9 .
National Aviation Security Program
GCAA carried out National Aviation Security Program for the industry, in order to enhance the standards and procedures for security of all cargo transported by air, GCAA has developed and implemented 
Air Operator Certificate
The GCAA has redesigned the particulars and prerequisites to get the Air Operator Certificate in accordance with the measures set by ICAO, in this way, getting to be distinctly one of the first establishments to execute this activity.
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Search And Rescue Conference (Sar)
The first international search and rescue conference (SAR) in the history of ICAO was held in Abu Dhabi, hosted and organized by the UAE General Civil Aviation Authority (GCAA) and attended by the President of the ICAO, council members and more than 250 delegates from around the world.
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Online Data Interchange (Oldi)
To enhance the administrations to its clients, GCAA included full remain self-contained Online Data Interchange (OLDI) capacity and acquaintance of OLDI associations with significant local airplane terminals and proficient adjoining centers.
Initiation of Arrival Metering and Sequencing (AMAN) for UAE airport terminals and a mechanized Aeronautical
Information Management (AIM) framework with electronic Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP) and Notice to 
Optimization of Air Space Capacity
The UAE has an aggregate of 120,000 square kilometers of airspace, with 35 universal air passageways. Today, more than 50 percent of UAE airspace is embraced of airborne rejection zones confined to military utilize. To make up for this shortage and the fast development of aircraft schedules in the UAE airspace, the GCAA has vigorously put resources into reception of new advancements to advance utilization of accessible airspace limit including 18 :
• A best in class air traffic control center, the Sheik Zayed Center, was propelled in 2009.
• RNAV 1, a novel area navigation system, was espoused.
Air Transport Bilateral Agreement
Till date, 51 Open Skies agreements were established by the UAE, through several prospects for development between different nations around the world.
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Benchmarking
A benchmarking activity was executed by GCAA to get key lessons from nations, with a developed aviation framework. The benchmark concept ensued certain doctrine that steered the composition of the GCAA Strategic Plan. The benchmark practice concentrated on the following sector 20 :
• Institutional set-up and administrative framework
• CAA administration
• Operating model and Organization
• Financial
The Atm Community • UAE General Civil Aviation Authority
• Sharjah Department of Civil Aviation
• Dubai Civil Aviation Authority
• Fujairah Department of Civil Aviation
• Ras Al Khaimah Department of Civil Aviation
• International Air Transport Association (IATA)
• Dubai Air Navigation Services (DANS)
• Abu Dhabi Department of Transport
• Abu Dhabi Airports
• Dubai Airports
• Sharjah Airport Authority
• Ras Al Khaimah Airport LLC
• Dubai Airwing
• Emirates Airline
• Etihad Airways
• Flydubai
• Air Arabia Airlines
• Presidential Flight
• Global Aerospace Logistics (GAL)
• National Centre for Meteorology and Seismology
• Serco
• UAE Military
The Uae Atm Strategic Plan 2015 -2030
The UAE ATM Strategic Plan 2015 -2030 has been produced in association with the ATM. The UAE ATM Strategic Plan stretches out to 2030, with a 3 year scheming cycle. Consequently, the UAE ATM Strategic Plan and Schedules will be evaluated and redesigned once in a three year period, in order to guarantee that policy making is based on accurate demand and capability forecast.
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UAE National Airspace Advisory Committee (Nasac)
The GCAA has formulated the UAE National Airspace Advisory Committee (NASAC) 24 with specific significance on guaranteeing safe, secure and proficient UAE Airspace organization and administration for all national, provincial and global levels in accordance with ICAO's Global ATM Operational Concept. 25 The primary objective of the NASAC is, to provide a high quality service to airspace users and air navigation service providers and fostering mutual 
UAE National Air Navigation Performance Framework
The UAE National Air Navigation Performance Framework was formulated by GCAA, in accordance with the MID Region Air Navigation Strategy 27 , which includes prioritization of the Aviation System Block Upgrade (ASBU) 28 Block Modules. The MID Region Air Navigation Strategy also identified the KPI's, Targets and Action Plans that should be reflected in the UAE National Air Navigation Performance Framework.
UAE Airspace Optimization Program 2030
For safe and endurable civil aviation sector in the region, the UAE ATM Community developed certain action plans that to ensure the optimization of airspace:
• Aligned with the certain prioritized ASBU Modules, as per the ICAO MID Region Air Navigation Strategy;
• In consistence with the intentions of the UAE Airspace Policy;
• In consistence with the UAE PBN Implementation plan 29 ; aligned with the UAE Airspace Optimization Program; and • Aligned with the counsel and proposals of the NASAC.
The execution of UAE action plans will be as per the GCAA administrative procedures, with due respect to the direction gave in the suitable Regulations, Guidance Materials, and Advisory Publications. 
Aerodromes (Atm) Strategy
To bolster the general UAE ATM Strategic Plan, the Aerodrome strategy applies to all civil and military airports of UAE. This technique will permit the enhanced information stream on arriving flights to improve movement on the ground. This strategy upgrades the interface between airside terminal operations and ATM which assesses air terminal operations in route planning. The methodology will permit the aerodromes to consolidate mutual decision making, pre strategic and strategic stages to deal with the demand capacity adjust, enhance consistency of operations, 4-D trajectory control and streamlining of traffic sequencing.
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AIM Strategy
The GCAA initiates the Aeronautical Information Management Strategy to achieve a uniform and efficient aeronautical information management structure, based on system wide information management, to support all phases of flight. This strategy offers superior data service and total flexibility for users via the user applications concept. This will be achieved by the UAE AIS Database.
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Consultative Committees
The GCAA utilizes Consultative/Advisory Committees to address the aviation industry of the region to communicate and consult various strategies and objectives. These Committees are non-executive yet are charged, by the Director General, with leading an exchange with the specific segment of the aviation industry for every 3 months period.
The Committees all have Terms of Reference and Minutes of every meeting recorded on the site and can be accessed by relevant committee members. The various consultative committees under GCAA are as follows 36 .
Measrm : The Middle East Aviation Safety Roadmap
The UAE GCAA is introducing the Middle East Aviation Safety Roadmap group which unites senior aviation 
Legalization of Drone Activities
In the UAE, the General Civil Aviation Authority (GCAA) currently regulates the operation of drones or Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS). The GCAA recognizes that the UAS/ drone industry is diverse, innovative and international and that it has an enormous potential for growth with the associated possibility to create jobs. 39 In 2014, His
Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Prime Minister and Vice President of the United Arab Emirates and
Ruler of Dubai, launched the Drones for Good award to encourage their use to improve people's lives. The award has served as a platform to introduce innovative ways of using drones. 40 According to article 69 of the law, a term of imprisonment not exceeds one year and a fine not exceeding AED 50,000, or either penalty, shall be imposed to violators.
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As per the law, the first step for any new UAS/drone user is to register the drone under GCAA. 
Aviation Security Conferences
MILESTONE OF SPACE ACTIVITY IN UAE
In 2015, the global space economy totaled $323 billion worldwide according to the Space Foundation, Space
Report2016. 44 Over a period of time UAE has successfully diversified its economy away from dependence on oil and gas production and exports towards trade, services and industry. Major contribution in infrastructure, transport and logistics has empowered this auxiliary move in the UAE's economy to compete with the global market and being a commercial and The UAE Space Agency supports the advancement and utilization of space science and innovation to add to the enhancement of the UAE's economy through the business space industry. The four strategic objectives set by the UAE Space Agency to be the pioneer in space sector are as follows 53 :
• To organise and develop the space sector ensuring that it meets international standards and serves national interests.
• To promote and support the efforts of scientific research and innovation.
• To attract and prepare national cadres to become pioneers in the field of space science.
• Focused on ensuring that all the Agency's services are in accordance with worldwide quality, efficiency and transparency standards.
The UAE Space Agency holds a dual mandate as both a regulator of the space industry operating in the UAE and to organize, regulate and support the commercial space industry operating, or wishing to operate, in the UAE. The space sector, by all accounts UAE aspire to be a world class center. To underline the fact, the UAE has made initiatives, like Aabar Investments PJS, an Abu Dhabi private joint stock company, partnered with Virgin Group
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GOVERNMENT INITIATIVE FOR SPACE ACTIVITIES
UAE's space sector and the Agency is focused on developing a number of initiatives and supporting programmes that contribute to its strategic goals, which benefit the space sector and develop its human resources. Some of these initiatives include,
Emiratization Training Plan
The UAE's space division training program concentrates on profiting from local space advancements, helping local researchers and architects to concentrate on learning exchange.
Little Engineer
The UAE Space Agency and Airbus united to reveal a progression of Airbus Little Engineer Space workshops.
The workshops tested students in the vicinity of 15 and 17 years of age to complete a reenactment of a dispatch mission to space. The Airbus Little Engineer Space workshop concentrated on acquainting students with the universe of space 
Planet Mars Competition
This competition opens up to all nationalities residing in UAE, without any age bar to exhibit imaginative outlines for virtual homes to suit the future populace of planet Mars. The plans submitted for the opposition ought to consider a home with a limit with regards to two individuals with a zone of around 500 square meters or more, and ought to give pragmatic and satisfactory living conditions for the inhabitants, for example, the capacity to work and lead explore inside uncommon units, and complete different recreational exercises. These homes ought to be assembled utilizing materials accessible on planet Mars, or for instance, through reusing the shuttle that moved the space explorers there.
Space Rocket Competition
The UAE Space Agency propelled the Space Rocket competition at the Dubai Airshow 2015. Students were made a request to color a spacecraft on a background of their picking, and present their work to a judging board, which chose the main 44 outlines from around 250 schools.
Research Development
The Agency plans to raise awareness to light and offer help to the space area, creating STEM training, higher graduates and skilled experts to work in the space division, who will lead it through quality administrations with the most abnormal amounts of straight forwardness
Scientific Research
The UAE Space Agency in collaboration with the Ministry of Presidential Affairs and the Telecommunications Regulatory Authority, represented by the ICT Fund is working on sending students on grants to proceed with their Bachelor and Masters considers in space sciences and other related fields. The Agency is likewise dealing with giving monetary support to a few neighborhood colleges under studies, who are keen on contemplating space sciences and other related subjects and fields.
Space Research Centre
The UAE Space Agency is engaged in foundation of its first Space Research Center in the Middle East. The
Center, which will cost almost AED 100 million more than five years, is the consequence of a key association between the UAE Space Agency, UAE University and the Telecommunications Regulatory Authority defined with ICT Fund. This initive will be incubation centre for space research and advancement, to help researchers and higher education institutes intrigued to have the capacity of adding to space research.
UAE Observsssatory
The UAE Space Agency is working with important experts on the UAE Observatory extend, which will improve space research and development in the country. The observatory is wanted to be based on the pinnacle of Jais Mountain in Ras Al Khaimah around 1850 meters above ocean level and at a cost of 30 million dirhams. Once finished, the observatory will be the biggest of its kind in the Arab world. MBRSC launched "DubaiSat-1" in 2009, the first remote sensing satellite. Second satellite "DubaiSat-2" was launched in 2013; third satellite "KhalifaSat" is underway.
Hope Probe; Uae First Step to Mars Mission
Hope is a probe developed to study the red planet's climate, and the UAE's young space program has uncovered enormous aspirations to place it in circle around Mars by 2021. 55 The Arab world's first mission to Mars will start the 62 million kilometer voyage to the red planet from an island in south Japan. Hope is set to dispatch from the Tanegashima Space Center in July 2020 using a Mitsubishi Heavy Industries rocket carrier. 59 private sector to established partnerships to adhere global laws and settlements; conducting space missions that will increment logical learning; developing advances and national capacities and driving development; encouraging a stable and sustainable space environment that supports commercial and government space activities; and Follow-up measures to ensure the space policy's successful implementation. The policy aims to build a strong and sustainable space sector in the UAE that supports and protects national interests and related vital industries.
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The beliefs of the policy is professed to support national security space activities, but it's not clarify how it's going to supports national security interests because it is unusual its National Space Policy would not have included the defense sector, This is strange, as the UAE is set to receive two Falcon Eye photo-reconnaissance satellites, which will
give the UAE significant remote sensing and intelligence-gathering capabilities. 65 The UAE is a signatory of the UN's Convention on the Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space, however has not yet joined to the Space Protocol and the Cape Town Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment, Signing these international protocols and conventions would be a foundation for the UAE to become a space economy financier.
UAE space law addressed both the civil space sector and creates a private interest in commercial space activities, which would fit together with the UAE's goal of becoming a regional hub of space activities. 66 The UAE would incorporate "space assets" in its domestic space law as a support for the law's acknowledgment as standard international law, which would permit the UAE to position itself as a legitimate and financial epicenter for encouraging the securing of "space assets" and to go about as a monetary trade for their deal.
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CONCLUSIONS
UAE government has taken lot of initiative and supporting and fostering the strategic plan. The Government plans to adopt changes to its air and space laws, and undoubtedly a righteous step for the growth of air and space market, signing various MoU liberalizing air transport regimes, Indeed there are certain aspects of aviation law dealt case to case basis.
As the UAE continues to enhance and develop its regulatory framework to attract foreign investment and the brightest and best human capital, there will be collateral benefits to the growth and evolution of the UAE space industry.
With the goal of setting UAE's space sector policy and explored ways to transform the country into a regional space hub, UAE has to revisit its National Space Policy to include the national security to space sector and ensure that the space law will covered both human space exploration and commercial activities, UAE space industry has to developed local and international partnerships, and raise awareness locally on the importance of space.
UAE Air and Space strategies policies, public private partnership serves as an impetus for financial advancement and enhancement, creating work space and empowering researchers and designers to be the pioneers of the industry, as well as other endeavors in the peaceful exploration of outer space.
